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Dear Ms. Rolando: 

Enclosed please find the Errata to the Direct testimony of Scott J. Rubin on behalf of the
 
People ofthe State of Illinois in the above-captioned docket. Included in this filing is the Revised
 
Direct testimony ofMr. Rubin. The originally filed testimony included the following errors:
 

AG Ex. 3.0 - Direct testimony of Scott J. Rubin 

I) The language beginning at page 26, line 555, through line 588 on page 27, should be revised as 
follows: 

Q.	 In your opinion, should Rider VBA remain a part of the Companies' tariffs? 
A.	 No, I am strongly opposed to Rider VBA and other decoupling mechanisms. There are 

at least two fundamental problems with decoupling as reflected in Rider VBA. First, it 
assumes that every new customer added after the rate case should automatically be 
deemed to be just like an average customer. Second, The fundamental problem with 
Rider VBA is that it is based on the assumption that the utility is somehow entitled to 
recover a certain level of revenues from each customer class in order to recover its 
fixed costs. 

Q.	 Please diseuss YOUF fiFst eoneeFn: that deeoupling assumes that eveF)' new
 
eustomeF should automatieal~' be deemed to be just lih:e an aveFage eustomeF.
 

A	 Rider "BAc improperly assumes that every new customer that is, each customer 
added after this rate case is concluded should use the same amount of natural gas as 
the average, eJdsting customer. Specifically, the calculation of the proposed 
reconciliation in Rider VBA assumes that the Companies are entitled to have all 
customers new and eJdsting use the average amount of gas that existing customers 
use. Simply put, this is not a reasonable assumption. 

Q.	 Why nat? 
First, there is no evidence showing hovi the costs to serve new customers compare to 
the costs to serve existinffi customers. For example, the Companies make substantial 
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expenditures each year to maintain, repair, and replace old distribution mains. Such 
expenditures, however, are not being incurred to serve new customers. Second, and 
more importantly, it is not reasonable to e~(pect new customers to use the same amount 
of gas as average existing customers. New gas appliances (especially space heating 
systems) are much more efficient than older appliances. New dishvfashers, washing 
machines, and showerheads use hot water much more efficiently than older models. 
New homes tend to be much better insulated than older homes. 

Q. AFe theFe any data to shaw that neweF homes aFe moPe eneFgy effieient than aldeF 
homes? 

A
1 i::. Yes. According to the U.S. Department of Energy, the more recently a home is 

2) Beginning at line 589 through line 593 on page 27, the language should be revised as follows: 

Q. Please diseuss yOUF seeond eoneeFn: the supposed entitlement of Why do you 
believe the Companies are not entitled to recover a certain level of revenue from each 
customer class.! 
A. The premise underlying Rider YBA is that the Companies are entitled to recover a 
certain amount of revenue from each eustomer (OR average) iR a customer class. 

3) Beginning at line 638 through 640 on page 29, the language should be revised as follows: 

shifts an extraordinary level of risk to customers, and removes that risk from the 
utility-, and Further, if decoupling focuses only on per customer dollars and sales as 
Rider VBA does then it could provide perverse incentives to the utility. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ 
Karen Lusson 
Senior Assistant Attorney General 
Public Utilities Bureau 
Illinois Attorney General's Office 
100 W. Randolph Street, n" Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
312-814-1136 
kluson@atg.state.il.us 

cc: Service List (via e-mail) 

+ U.8. DepartmeRt ofERergy, Buil-dings Data Beek (2012), Table 2.3.12, available at: 
<http://lJuildiRgsdatabookereR.doe.go','>, last assessed 11/9/2012. 

~!d., Chapter 2. 
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